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 Abstract-This manuscript describes the Sensor Web Adaptive 
Resource Manager (SWARM) project. The primary focus of the 
project is on the design and prototyping of middleware for man-
aging computing and network resources in a way that enables 
the information systems of satellite constellations to provide real-
time performance within dynamic environments. The middle-
ware has been prototyped, and it has been evaluated by employ-
ing it to manage a pool of distributed resources for the ITOS 
(Integrated Test and Operations System) satellite command and 
control software system. The design of the middleware is dis-
cussed and a summary of the evaluation effort is provided. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The computer resource requirements for satellite constella-

tions (SCs) will be much greater than for the satellite systems 
of today [1, 2]. To best meet those requirements, SCs should 
have available a pool of computing resources that are distrib-
uted across satellites and ground stations. Currently, we do 
not know how to harness the distributed computational and 
communication resources that likely will be available to SCs, 
which exposes the SC initiative to the following risks: (1) 
poor performance, resulting in operators, engineers and scien-
tists seeing stale data and learning about critical events after 
they occur, (2) missed opportunities to process important ter-
restrial events, and (3) inefficient use of resources.  

 
To mitigate these risks it is important to answer several 

questions. How will SCs be operated? What will the onboard 
information technology systems of SCs be like? How can a 
pool of computing and network resources, that exist both on 
the SCs and on the ground, be used to effectively support the 
onboard information technology systems? 

 
Thus, the Sensor Web Adaptive Resource Manager 

(SWARM) project [6, 9] is investigating how SCs can exploit 
the opportunities of distributed computing. We are developing 
computing and network resource management middleware 
(software which resides between application programs and 
operating systems and provides services to application pro-
grams) to enable “distributed comput-
ing
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Figure 1.  The major subsystems of the middleware and their dependencies. 

 
 in-the-sky” (see Section II); studying SC concepts and the 

space systems of today to determine the properties of informa-
tion systems of satellite constellations; and producing a realis-
tic ground-based SC command and control testbed to demon-
strate and evaluate the technology (see Section III). 

 
II. COMPUTING AND NETWORK RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

TECHNOLOGY 
 
The primary focus of our effort is on the design and proto-

typing of middleware for managing the computing and net-
work resources in a way that enables the information systems 
of satellite constellations to provide real-time performance 
within dynamic environments [4]. The middleware has been 
developed and designed using Rational’s unified process and 
described using the unified modeling language (UML) [10].  

 
The architecture (see Figure 1) of our resource management 

(RM) middleware consists of five major subsystems:  User 
Management, Allocation Management, Real-Time System 
Management, Resource Instrumentation and Control, and 
Specification File Management.   

 
Specification File Management parses hardware configura-

tion and software specification files. The specification files 



describe the characteristics of the computing and network 
resources and the features and real-time requirements of the 
information system software [7, 8].   

 
The Resource Instrumentation and Control subsystem has 

two main purposes.  First, its Resource Monitor component is 
used to gather information about the utilization and availabil-
ity of the computing and network resources [3, 7].  Second, its 
Application Control component is used to start and stop the 
application programs that constitute the information system 
software. 

 
The User Management subsystem allows an operator of the 

RM middleware to command the Allocation Manager to start 
or stop a real-time system.  It also allows the RM operator to 
view a real-time system’s performance. 

 
The Real-Time System Management subsystem monitors 

the performance of real-time systems and provides updates to 
the User Management subsystem (communication among 
middleware components is done using CORBA [5]).  When 
real-time performance problems are detected, Real-Time Sys-
tem Management performs diagnosis of the causes, identifies 
possible resource reallocation actions that could be taken to 
restore required real-time performance, and reports its find-
ings to the Allocation Management subsystem. 

 
Allocation Management uses Resource Instrumentation and 

Control to (1) gather information about the resources, and (2) 
start and stop application programs. The resource information 
is used to maintain a feasible allocation (one in which all real-
time requirements are met) and that provides optimal utility to 
all information systems under its control. 

 
The most critical use case of the middleware system, main-

tain a feasible allocation, is illustrated in Figure 2.  Real-time 
systems report their performance data to Real-Time System 
Management, which monitors real-time performance and re-
quests that Allocation Management reallocate resources if a 
real-time performance problem is detected. Allocation Man-
agement creates a reallocation plan and uses Resource Instru-
mentation and Control to execute the plan.  
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Figure 3. The network monitoring middleware. 
One of the technological innovations of the project is the 

development of middleware to monitor, analyze, and control 
network resources. We have developed a network monitoring 
program (see Figure 3) that reports the amount of bandwidth 
being used between pairs of hosts. In order to obtain this in-
formation, the monitoring program must know the topology of 
the networks and interconnections that comprise the system. 
We have developed hardware configuration specification lan-
guage constructs for describing network-related information 
such as hosts, network devices, network interfaces, and net-
work connections [7]. Our network monitoring program ob-
tains the topology and connectivity of the real-time system 
from a specification file at startup time. The network monitor 
periodically uses the Simple Network Management Protocol 
(SNMP) to gather performance information from hosts and 
network devices. Combining the SNMP query results and 

Figure 2. The subsystem collaboration diagram for the maintain feasible 
allocation use case. 



network topology information, bandwidth statistics are calcu-
lated and reported on demand. 

 
The RM middleware will enable a pool of computing and 

network resources of SCs to be shared and to be reallocated 
dynamically in response to important events. 

 
Figure 3 illustrates what is possible with adaptive RM tech-

nology. Multiple satellites can provide data, which is proc-
essed by various software systems (such as science process-
ing, command management, mission planning, and flight dy-
namics). Even though the mix of software systems may 
change and the amount of processing and inter-process com-
munication for a particular set of software systems may vary, 
the RM middleware will maintain an allocation of resources 
that allows the real-time requirements to be met. 

 
Our adaptive RM middleware provides innovations not 

found in related approaches. Traditional load balancers (such 
as Mosix) and resource scavengers (such as Condor) do not 
consider real-time constraints. Traditional real-time resource 
allocation and scheduling approaches (such as rate monotonic 
analysis) cannot accommodate dynamic real-time systems and 
manage only the computing resources (not the network re-
sources). Our approach overcomes all of these shortcomings. 

 
III. TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION AND EVALUATION 

 
The RM technology has been prototyped and has been 

evaluated by employing it to manage a pool of distributed 
resources for the ITOS (Integrated Test and Operations Sys-
tem) satellite command and control software system. 
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computers. 

 
ITOS (see Figure 4) is a telemetry and command system for 

spacecraft monitoring and control.  It provides telemetry proc-
essing, capture, and display; telecommand generation; and 
scripting and monitoring capabilities.   

 
One of the accomplishments of this project has been the re-

source management of the ITOS system. ITOS was originally 
designed to be statically allocated to a single computer. We 
have successfully decomposed the ITOS software into com-
ponents that run on different host computers and have inserted 
code that reports the real-time performance of ITOS to the 
RM middleware. The RM middleware performs the following 
services for ITOS: automatic starting and stopping, instrumen-
tation of real-time performance, distribution of software com-
ponents among multiple hosts, survivability, detection of real-
time performance problems, and automatic reallocation of 
ITOS components to restore real-time performance. 

 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 
This paper has described an effort that is developing mid-

dleware for management of a pool of computing resources for 
satellite constellations, determining likely characteristics of 
satellite constellation information systems, and producing a 
distributed, ground-based satellite command and control test-
bed. The middleware has been designed and prototyped. Fur-
thermore, a distributed satellite command and control testbed 
has been developed and used to evaluate the middleware. The 
effectiveness of the middleware for managing a pool of re-
sources to provide real-time performance and survivability for 
the ITOS system has been demonstrated. 

 
This work is beneficial to NASA for several reasons. It 

provides middleware technology that reduces the risk of net-
work-computing-in-space in the following ways. A new con-
cept of fault tolerance is possible, whereby failed processes 
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can be quickly restarted by the middleware. There is also re-
duced risk because processes are not statically assigned to 
resources (which may fail), but may run on any available 
processor, with backups available on other processors. Ability 
to handle unknown environments also increases, because the 
middleware can run copies of one process simultaneously on 
multiple processors as a way of load sharing.  

 
Additional benefits accrue to NASA from the application of 

the technology to a NASA satellite command and control sys-
tem. The ability to automatically restart failed processes and 
the flexibility provided for controlling the processing associ-
ated with telemetry displays is potentially useful for many 
projects and applications. Furthermore, because of this initia-
tive, the developers of the ITOS system have considered radi-
cal changes in their software architecture. Additionally, the 
use of a complex operational system has led to identification 
of new requirements for resource management middleware. 

 
The production of a ground-based testbed for exploration of 

reconfigurable information technology for satellite constella-
tions is an important contribution because the performance of 
“adaptive” spacecraft systems is still unknown and needs to 
be investigated. The testbed provides basic telemetry and 
command functions that are under control of a distributed, 
adaptive middleware system; other applications (e.g., plan-
ning and scheduling, data processing, and science processing) 
can be added to complete an on-orbit architecture prototype. 

 
The utility of the adaptive resource management middle-

ware prototype for the information systems of distributed sat-
ellite systems has been shown. Future plans include the ad-
vancement of the technology to further enhance usability of 
the RM middleware for space environments (e.g., managing 
threads and aperiodic software components, and automatically 
generating specification files). Finally, we plan to enhance the 
testbed with mission applications and with simulated instru-
ments. 
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